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Welcome! Sometimes two is better than one especially in
airplanes. Learning to fly a multi- engine aircraft or “twin”
brings about a new dimension and set of skills for the pilot. A
multi-engine rating is a key step in the process of becoming
an airline pilot. The multi-engine class rating is one of the
most enjoyable stages of a pilot’s training. It opens all kinds
of new doors for a pilot and presents them with the
challenges of operating a faster, more sophisticated aircraft.
You will learn how to handle a higher workload, in less time,
with a whole new unique set of potential emergencies.

The Pilot's Manual: Ground School will walk you through
everything you need to know to pass your FAA
Knowledge Exams and earn your pilot certificate. The
Fifth Edition of this comprehensive textbook has been
updated to reflect current rules, procedures, FAA Airman
Certification Standards and technologies including
drones, ADS-B, weather services available to pilots and
BasicMed. Subjects covered include aerodynamics, the
airplane and its performance factors, physiological
factors affecting the pilot, weather, regulations, charts
and airspace, airport operations, navigation, and flight
planning, including specific instructions on how to use
the flight computer. Helpful marginal notes are provided
for quick definitions of terms, further emphasis of key
points, and mnemonic devices that can be of
tremendous benefit to study. Each chapter closes with
review questions highlighting the important facts. Ninety
percent of the material is for the private pilot applicant,
and the remaining ten percent, well-separated, will raise
you to the commercial pilot certificate standard. Also
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available in The Pilot's Manual Series: Flight
School--How to fly all the maneuvers required for
certification Instrument Flying--Aeronautical knowledge
and skill required for the Instrument Rating Multi-Engine
Flying--Aeronautical knowledge required to earn a MultiEngine Rating Access to Flight--An integrated Private
Certificate and Instrument Rating curriculum Airline
Transport Pilot--Complete ATP certification training
program
This book is a single source, concise presentation of what
pilots should know about basic aircraft systems. The content
reflects the author's more than thirty-five years experience of
flying and fourteen years of teaching Aircraft Systems to
university students. Aircraft Systems for Pilots includes a brief
study of the fundamentals of physical matter (from which
airplanes are made) and mechanics (how airplane parts act
and react). The author provides sufficient study of each type
of system to allow the professional pilot to stay abreast of the
critical learning which must occur as the pilot advances into
management of more complex aircraft. Subject covered
include physics, aircraft engine types and construction,
reciprocating engine theory of operation, engine lubrication
and cooling, propellers and governors, fuels and fuel
systems, power management, supercharging and
turbocharging, pressurization and high altitude operations,
electrical principles, electrical components, aircraft electrical
systems, hydraulic systems and landing gear, pneumatic and
deicing systems, aircraft structures and flight controls, weight
and balance, inspections, pilot maintenance, and aircraft
instrument systems. Illustrated throughout, study questions
conclude each chapter and includes index. In print for more
than 30 years and continually updated through the years, this
4th Edition continues to serve as the comprehensive college
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textbook for pilots learning aircraft systems.

Those of you wanting to fly airplanes for a living, look no
further: â€œFlying Airplanes for Fun and Money!â€ is the
ultimate career guide for the aspiring professional pilot.
Nathaniel Erman, an airline pilot and flight instructor,
guides you through the career-building process with
practicality and common sense, saving you both time
and money along the way. If youâ€™ve ever dreamt of a
career in professional aviation, this guide is a must have.
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